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PAI LAUNCHES NEW WEBSITE
Welcome to the latest edition of CAMPAIGN, the
newsletter from the member firms of Property
Agents Independent. It coincides with the launch
of our new website at www.pai.uk.com.
The new website provides information on what PAI
members can offer clients throughout the UK as it
has representatives in England, Wales, Scotland and
Northern Ireland offering commercial property advice
across all sectors of the market.
With 26 independent member firms there are 57 offices
which provide a national spread of commercial property
advisers, larger than any of the national UK property
consultancies. Our members include most of the bestknown regional commercial property advisers.
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The re-designed website provides access to more
than 4,000 commercial properties on the market,
with full details available for each of the member
firms. It is a unique facility for clients to access current
availability, with more commercial properties than
any other agent-led commercial website.
PAI has more than 440 qualified surveyors, with
an additional 300 support staff providing a network
of specialist commercial property consultants not
available elsewhere.
Contact details are available on the new-look
website for each member firm and for enquiries
regarding national instructions in agency, valuation,
lease advice, property management, building surveying
and business rates.

IS BREXIT GOOD NEWS
FOR REGIONAL CENTRES?
Having survived the surprise Brexit referendum
result, the political maelstrom which followed
it and the apocalyptic predictions of our former
Chancellor, why believe any speculation about the
future of the UK property market?
Before depression sets in, do remember the economy
has grown, consumer credit has continued to expand
(at around 10%), house prices rose by 5.3% year
on year in September, average private housing rents
across Britain have risen by 13% since 2011, and
unemployment continues to fall.
But the devil is in the detail, for example:
• A
 verage London housing rents rose by around
20% but this was not true nationwide,
• W
 hile jobs in professional services, scientific and
technical industries grew by 25%, those in public
administration and finance faced redundancies,
• P
 roperty was initially one of the hardest-hit
sectors post-Brexit – seven commercial property
funds collectively worth around £18 billion froze
trading after retail investors asked for their money
back. However, there is now some stability and the
Chancellor’s recently announced £5 billion fund will
put a smile on housebuilders’ faces.
At the time of writing the value of sterling slumped to a
31-year low against the dollar but the FTSE 100 surged
past 7,000 to an all-time high. Theresa May’s indication
at party conference that Brexit will be more ‘hard’
than ‘soft’ was followed the next day by a report that
global property investors were not only retreating from
mounting international risks (including worries about
China, Brexit, elections in the US and Europe) but have
preferred New York to London for the first time in
almost 10 years.
But there is good news. As post-Brexit uncertainty hits
the retail and office sectors, the attraction of long leases
and steady tenants in the student accommodation
and healthcare sectors is attracting, and will continue
to attract investors.
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In addition, the combination of rising costs in London,
investment in major infrastructure projects (think
HS2, Manchester City Airport, Atlantic Gateway) and
the Government’s Northern Powerhouse strategy is
bringing ‘North-Shoring’ into greater focus, that is
moving certain aspects of business (such as support
staff) ‘up north’ to leverage cheaper rents as well as less
expensive ‘talent’.
This is especially true of the legal and financial sectors
– from banks and building societies to insurance,
pensions and asset management.
Maybe the post-Brexit is an ill wind for the City
but good news for the regional centres.
James Routledge, Partner,
Matthews & Goodman

A BUSINESS RATES UPDATE
With the 2017 revaluation just around the corner
most businesses should now be considering how
this will affect the amount they pay going forward
from April 2017.

Mitigation of exposure to business rates is vital to the
efficient running of any business occupying property in
the UK and our expertise extends across all elements:
• Advice as to the appropriateness of appeal action,

There are approximately 1.9 million separate rating
assessments in England and the discipline is covered
by 18 of the PAI member firms.

• The appeal process, including the forthcoming
‘check, challenge, appeal’

Our national network assists with the exchange of
information which underpins good rating advice, where
the level of assessment is determined by hypothetical
rental value as at a fixed valuation date, in accordance
with the definitions set out under the relevant legislation.

• Reliefs, exemptions and supplements,

• Preparation and presentation of expert evidence at
valuation tribunal, upper tribunal and beyond,
• Empty rates mitigation.
Our close, cross-discipline network allows for the flow
of key rental and cost information, meaning we ought to
be able to advise or refer advice regardless of location
and property type. Examples of properties on which we
currently advise include offices, shops and shopping
centres, warehouses and factories, car parks, hotels,
public houses, self-storage, hospitals, day care centres,
museums and airports.

PAI VALUATION AND THE RED BOOK
It is fair to say the process of assessing risk for
lending purposes up to the financial crash of 2008
was something of a “tick in the box” affair. But
since that time much has changed, with lenders
being forced to comply with stringent capital
adequacy rules.
Professional services have had to follow suit. In 2014
RICS published its latest update of the Valuation
Standards which incorporated the Global Valuation
Standards. It also incorporated a requirement for
valuers to ensure that environmental externalities are
fully accounted for and the Red Book is quite specific at
VPS 2 (k) (l) (m) and VPS 4 Paragraph 2.5 (e) (f) and (g).
In simplistic terms, environmental issues should address
within every Red Book valuation:
• Non-natural hazards such as contaminated land,
• Natural hazards such as flooding,
• E
 xisting use: what is the occupier doing that may give
rise to a claim say for dilapidations or in some way
affecting the reversionary interest?
The Boxing Day 2015 flood produced a cost to the
economy of £5 billion and many businesses struggled
to obtain insurance at reasonable rates. The absence
of All Perils Insurance can mean the asset value is
significantly impaired.

Needless to say differences in value of properties in
flood-prone areas against those not so affected are
pronounced. PAI members have even seen asset
managers dispose of assets where flooding may be a
feature.
In the days before the credit crunch these issues were
dealt with through online solutions because they were
cheap and easy to obtain. However, the companies
supplying them are not regulated and have been criticised
for generating too many “false negatives”, resulting in
costly delays, the expensive upsale of data/unnecessary
insurance, and more importantly, lost deals.
As a result many capital-market clients have turned their
backs on such an approach because it does not address
the issues of valuation required by the Red Book by
putting the property interest at the centre of the advice.
Given ever-stringent capital adequacy rules such reports
fall significantly short of good practice.
This is where PAI’s access to specialist advice has a
competitive advantage as it is possible to give better
advice to clients on such matters. The mantra moving
forward is “sustainable valuation” and by better
understanding the externalities, that will give
value-added outcomes to the clients.

LAST IN, FIRST OUT?
The London occupational property market always
seems out of step with the rest of UK, be it the
commercial or the residential market. Always more
buoyant and bullish than the rest of the nation,
London is usually the last to enter recession and the
first to come out.
In post-referendum Britain, occupational London continues
to be out of step and now more so than ever. According
to the latest RICS overview of the Quarter 3 2016 period,
expectations have improved in most parts of the UK but
London remains very cautious and hesitant.
The threat of a ‘passporting’-led exodus out of the City
and determined wooing by Euroland cities is draining
Central London of its confidence (particularly the City). This
is not currently shown in the regularly available supply of
take-up and availability statistics.
True, vacancy rates are historically low and the market is
tentatively recovering from a Quarter 2 which seemed to
disintegrate into a melee of inactivity and apprehension.
Findings from a quarterly survey compiled by the Matthews
& Goodman Market Watch Unit show headline rents
stagnating:
• City core: marginal drop of -0.37%
• City ‘fringe’: marginal growth of 0.27
• West End: up by 0.22%.

The pan-London market view concluded that annual growth
(to Quarter 4 2016) was 0.63%, with Clerkenwell* boasting
the highest annual growth at 3.08%.
But let’s put it all in context. London has been a bull
market for almost 10 years, therefore is what we are
witnessing simply a ‘market correction’? Is Brexit and
the rates revaluation just an excuse for what would have
happened anyway?
The rest of the world is an even more uncertain place.
Forthcoming elections in the US and across Euroland makes
the UK and Central London, with its stable political regime
and a Government with a favourable corporate perspective,
as well as a long-established tradition of trading (be it financial
services, cars or white goods), a very attractive prospect.
In the season of fogs, uncertainty fuels anxiety. All markets
are driven by sentiment and the bears currently have it.
The last word must go to a very clever economist
I recently met. His take was “London will take care of itself
– it always has.” The fog will eventually clear.
Richard Clarke,
Partner, Matthews & Goodman
*London’s former industrial heartland where unused
warehouses are now at the heart of the Silicon roundabout,
derelict factories have been converted into exclusives
offices, restaurants and unfashionable former slum houses
turned into exclusive flats for professional millennials.

OH THEY DID LIKE TO BE BESIDE THE SEASIDE
Sussex-based members Flude Commercial hosted
this year’s two-day summer PAI event with a trip
to the seaside.
The event was well attended with 30 PAI members from
across the UK, with a particular mention to the team
from McConnell Property flying in from Belfast.
Spirits were high despite torrential rain on the first
day when the members were given a guided tour of
Brighton and Hove Football Club’s (aka the Seagulls)
new 31,000-capacity stadium at Falmer in north
Brighton. After a short “drying” break, members reassembled at the Hotel Du Vin in the famous Brighton
Lanes for dinner and a brief but entertaining history of
Brighton presented by local historian Kevin Newman.
The weather swung to the other extreme for the second
day with glorious horizon-to-horizon sunshine. Sun
block applied, the PAI members split into two with Team
A enjoying a trip to Brighton Marina to see the first
phase of a new mixed-use scheme being developed on
land reclaimed from the sea. The scheme will ultimately
see approximately 1,000 new residential units and
70,000 sq ft of commercial space.
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Team B revved their motors and headed to enjoy
the first day of the Festival of Speed at Goodwood,
Chichester – a petrol head’s dream. Some PAI
members extended their visit to take in more of this.
All in all it was a well-attended and enjoyed event.
Special thanks to Amanda Flude who was the principle
organiser and chivvier. Thanks also to Becky Lane who
was the unofficial photographer for the event.
Andrew Halfacree, Director, Flude Commercial

CHASE COMMERCIAL BREAKS
GROUND FOR SMES AT RATIO:PARK
“W
 e have a track record of delivering high-

quality, flexible unit sizes and tenure for
SMEs that need a quality location. This
collaboration between Chase and Colonnade
follows the successful delivery of a similar
development in Evesham. Ratio:Park will
further strengthen this relationship and will
see us provide the kind of scheme that
Kidderminster has been crying out for.

”

Julian Meredith,
Director of Chase Commercial

Witnessing the start of construction at Ratio:Park are (from left to right)
Rob Champion, Halls Commercial; Kevin Harper, Colonnade Construction;
Julian Meredith, Chase Commercial; and Nick Oakley, Finance Birmingham.

Work has begun to deliver 30,000 sq ft of industrial
workshops, warehouses and offices for small
businesses in Kidderminster.
Ratio:Park, part of Finepoint in the South Kidderminster
Enterprise Park, will offer 22 units between 960 sq ft
and 4,500 sq ft, with business owners having the
option to purchase or let the plots. Warwickshire-based
developer Chase Commercial has appointed Colonnade
Construction to deliver the first phase of 11 units, set to
be complete by spring 2017.
Chase, in conjunction with investment group Atacama
Europe, bought the land at Ratio:Park in 2015 through
PAI member Halls Commercial who are now leading
on securing tenants and buyers for the series of
industrial units.
The enterprise park is a key employment and
regeneration area for Wyre Forest District Council
(WFDC) who introduced a Local Development Order
to simplify planning and improve business activity.
That has seen the delivery of a new education facility
ContinU Plus Academy, a new warehouse and
manufacturing hub for Oakleaf Commercial Services
(part of the Community Housing Group) and new
purpose-built offices for WFDC.
Those based at the park will also benefit from its
connectivity to the nearby M5/M42 corridor using
the recently-opened, congestion-relieving Hoobrook
Link Road.
Rob Champion, Halls Commercial

“ We are experiencing very strong initial interest
and are hopeful of reserving the first few
plots quickly, as this development provides
the market with an offer which hasn’t been
seen for a long time. The region is chronically
short of small business units, especially those
which are available to buy, and I expect us
to sell rather than let the vast majority of the
units on this park.

”

Halls partner Rob Champion

Finance Birmingham has arranged development
finance to support the project through the
Growing Places Fund, managed on behalf
of the Greater Birmingham and Solihull Local
Enterprise Partnership (GBSLEP).

“ R atio:Park is a prime example of a site that

will support the work of the local authority
to deliver on employment and regeneration,
as well as one that will encourage the growth
of enterprise in the Kidderminster area.

“ Finance Birmingham is delighted to be

supporting Chase Commercial in the
speculative development of this light industrial
scheme. The location is excellent and these
units will provide flexible, quality new-build
accommodation for local SMEs.

”

Nick Oakley, senior investment director
at Finance Birmingham

PAI VISIT A SEAT OF LEARNING
Cambridgeshire-based PAI member Barker Storey
Matthews organised a two-day educational visit to
the area for PAI firms on September 15 and 16.
A total of 34 members attended, representing 14 firms
throughout the PAI network, with representatives from
as far away as Southampton and Glasgow.
After some brief refreshments at All Bar One in
Cambridge the afternoon was spent at Urban and
Civic’s Alconbury Weald development in Huntingdon
on which Barker Storey Matthews are joint agents.
On the bus trip from Cambridge to Huntingdon, Chris
Hennessy from Matthews and Goodman’s Liverpool
office gave the members a full history of Alconbury
from its inception and the part that it played during the
Second World War and Cold War up to the present
day, totally eclipsing the knowledge of the host on this
aspect of the airfield’s past.
Alconbury Weald is one of the largest brownfield
developments under construction in the country
today and comprises more than 1,400 acres.
The development is mixed use and will comprise
over 5,000 houses, 3 million sq ft of employment,
new schools and a range of other support facilities.
After several years of planning, work is now getting
underway in earnest and the first two commercial
buildings are now complete. These comprise the
Alconbury Incubator which is a 15,000 sq ft facility
aimed at start-up businesses and The Club which
provides offices for Urban and Civic together with a
restaurant, gym and other facilities for the occupiers
of the development.
Work is also well underway for the first major occupier
with the construction of a 300,000 sq ft production
facility for MMUK.
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A second company, IKO, a Canadian company who
manufacture insulation products, have also exchanged
contracts and recently obtained planning consent. Their
building will comprise a 360,000 sq ft production facility,
work on which has also recently started.
Terms have also been agreed with a third occupier,
John Adams Toys, who will construct a 140,000 sq ft
office/production/storage and distribution facility on the
site. In addition to seeing the commercial elements of
Alconbury PAI members were also treated to a tour of
the residential developments and an inspection of the
Cold War nuclear bunker.
On returning to Cambridge, PAI members managed
a couple of “sharpeners” in The Eagle followed by a
splendid dinner at Downing College where overnight
accommodation was also provided.
On Friday morning, the group was kindly given an
extensive guided tour by Brookgate, developers of the
CB1 development which comprises offices, residential
and hotel facilities. Thanks also to Will Heigham of
Bidwells, who are letting agents on the scheme, for
organising this.
CB1 was then followed by a trip to the Biomedical
Campus where manager Jeanette Walker gave a brief
overview of the development followed by an extensive
guided tour. In addition to the existing Addenbrooke’s
Hospital PAI members saw the new hospital currently
under construction for Papworth NHS Foundation Trust
and the premises under construction for AstraZeneca
who are building an 868,000 sq ft research and
development facility.
Ben Green, Barker Storey Matthews

NHS LOGISTICS PROVIDER
MOVES IN TO KIDDERMINSTER
A global giant in pharmaceutical logistics has
described Kidderminster as the ideal location
for its latest distribution centre, which takes its
UK warehouse area to over 50,000 sq m (almost
550,000 sq ft).
O&M Movianto Europe, part of US-based Owens &
Minor Inc, headquartered in Richmond, Virginia, counts
the NHS as its largest UK client and aims to be the
preferred European healthcare solutions partner.
Movianto has leased the 27,630 sq ft (2,567 sq m)
Unit 2 Finepoint from Gemini Properties (UK) in a deal
brokered by PAI member Halls Commercial.
Richard Tomlinson, agency partner at Halls Commercial,
said: “Unit 2 Finepoint is an excellent quality building, as
new, with a large yard, so we had lots of interest from
potential occupiers.”
Kidderminster complements Movianto’s three existing
UK warehouse locations in Bedford, Belfast and
Knowsley, providing temperature-controlled ambient
and cold storage, controlled drugs and frozen storage,
enabling them to deliver for the NHS and even directly
to patients’ homes.
Movianto finance director David Tinsley said: “There is
a real lack of high-quality industrial buildings anywhere
within easy reach of the M5/M42 corridor so the
Finepoint unit and the approach of Wyre Forest in
making Kidderminster attractive made it the ideal
location for expanding our distribution network.”
Gemini Properties director Nick Jethwa said they were
always on the lookout for commercial properties that
can add value as the perfect premises to support the
development of tenant businesses.
He said: “We are able to purchase complex sites
and properties quickly and are actively looking for
development and investment opportunities in both
commercial and residential sectors across the UK.”
Finepoint was built in 2008 when Wyre Forest District
Council (WFDC) moved to new purpose-built council
offices nearby.
WFDC created the South Kidderminster Enterprise
Park around the site to attract new businesses to
Kidderminster with a Local Development Order to
simplify the planning process and encourage new
entrants to the area and existing businesses to expand
their operations.

Halls Commercial partner Richard Tomlinson (left) with Gemini Properties director
Nick Jethwa outside Unit 2 Finepoint.

The most recent phase of construction at Finepoint
comprises the ContinU Plus Academy, together with a
new warehouse and manufacturing facility for Oakleaf
Commercial Services, part of the Community Housing
Group, showing along with the council offices, WFDC’s
confidence in and commitment to the area.
A £12 million development has begun on the adjacent
13-acre former Romwire site to build an international
manufacturing centre for Specsavers in two industrial
units covering 77,000 sq ft which will create more than
200 jobs over the next five years.
Richard Tomlinson, Halls Commercial

GROUND-BREAKING
EAST MIDLANDS FIRM JOINS PAI
PAI is delighted that Innes England, with offices in
Nottingham, Derby and Leicester, has joined the
membership to become the 26th member firm.
Innes England are the largest independent commercial
property consultancy in the East Midlands and
complement the geographical spread of PAI by offering
additional capability in the region and a national
specialism in sectors such as automotive property.

Voted the most active agent in the region for nine
consecutive years, Innes England offers the perfect
fit for the PAI network which now covers Cornwall to
Scotland and East Anglia to Northern Ireland.

Asset and property management | Building consultancy | Development | Dilapidations
Environmental matters | Facilities management | Finance and funding | Investment
Lease renewals / Rent reviews | Rating | Sales, lettings and acquisitions | Valuations
Property Agents Independent

Our Services

PAI is a network of individual commercial surveying practices
spread throughout the United Kingdom, offering local advice
to a broad range of clients.

Members of PAI offer a comprehensive range of services
and advice relating to all aspects of commercial property.
A number of members can also offer advice in respect of
agricultural as well as residential property and all firms have
acquired a solid reputation based on their professionalism and
comprehensive knowledge of their market.

The organisation, which has been in existence for over
50 years, comprises some of the best experts in property
consultancy that the UK has to offer without the need to
employ agents which may be solely based in the larger cities
or have a limited regional network.
PAI offers the ability to find property and get the right
advice from the right expert! Whether you need advice on
contaminated land, specialist tax advice or need to raise
significant capital as well as integrating valuation landlord
and tenant and high quality development advice, the network
offered by PAI can help.
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Mark Tillson, President of PAI

